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“ . . . there
was much
value to be
gleaned
from each
presenter”

COVID Recovery and Reopening
Tim Poyner, President, Creative Technology Solutions, Inc

As the gradual reopening of Indiana’s economy began, CTSI endeavored to provide

valuable and helpful information for small business owners. Through connections with
some of our partners in the area, we launched a webinar series titled, Navigating Our
New Reality: COVID-19 and Beyond. We focused on featuring several small business
experts to provide a context for thinking through how we, as small business owners, can
keep moving forward. As we worked with local experts to finalize the webinars, we kept
asking, “How can we support our community? How can we provide space for meaningful
conversations that we can all benefit from?”
As a small business owner, I wear many different hats, but I also know that I can’t be an
expert in everything. I’m betting that’s true for others as well. Consequently, we identified
specific discipline areas within every small business that deserve attention, particularly
in this difficult time. Many small businesses can benefit from expertise and resources
addressing needs related to HR, Banking, Finance, Legal, Insurance, Technology, and the
unique health and wellness needs of a remote workforce.
In preparation for these webinars, we contacted business associates and industry leaders
who we knew would be trustworthy resources in their fields of expertise. If you attended
any of the webinars, you know there was much value to be gleaned from each presenter.
If you were not able to join, let me provide you with an overview and invite you to check out
the recordings.

Each webinar presentation added to a larger

webinar series consensus that can be summed
up in these three thoughts:

1

KEEPING UP WITH CHANGE Everything related to COVID-19 has
			
been, currently is, and continues to be a moving target. Information,
facts, and requirements are changing on a daily basis. It’s possible
to be responsive in adaptive and flexible ways.

2

LEARNING
We are all continually learning. We are learning to
do things differently. We are learning how to be creative. We are
getting smarter.

3

COMMON SENSE
		
Common sense is still the best rule-of-thumb.
What makes sense? What does your gut tell you? But more important
is actually doing the things that you know you should be doing.

D
D BEYON
COVID -19 AN
To view any of the recorded webinars, go to:

www.creativetechs.biz/navigate
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Insurance

Doug Thurber, Ray Gage

Doug Thurber and Ray Gage of Walker Hughes Insurance spoke to insurance

issues and the current OSHA requirements. Ray took us, step-by-step, through the
requirements for small businesses as they start reopening. Doug and Ray did
a fantastic job presenting a large amount of information in a way that provided
manageable guidance and knowledge for small business owners.
In addition to their presentation, Doug made sure the slide deck would be available after the
webinar and directed us to resources that would be updated to keep us all up-to-date on everchanging regulations. Thanks, Doug and Ray, for your presentation. I’d recommend our readers
here watch, or re-watch this session. For more information, go to www.walkerhughes.com

“. . . small
business
owners need to
streamline and
automate
processes”

Human Resources
A

Mike Walton

s our Human Resources specialist, Mike Walton of XcelHR helped us to
see how life after COVID-19 demands a change from traditional HR models.
Since expenses are up and revenues are down, small business owners need to
streamline and automate processes and technologies.
Mike taught us that the biggest mistake small business owners make is to try to save money by
doing everything themselves— even when they have little to no formal human resources training
or expertise. They frequently make HR decisions that could cost them dearly in fines, penalties,
loss of key employees, or employee lawsuits. Mike gave us tips to streamline our HR functions
that can free up small business management teams.

We asked Mike about his thoughts after attending the other webinars and 		
he said that he was surprised by all the details covered by each webinar
www.creativetechs.biz/navigate
presenter. “Having worked in and with small businesses for over 35 years,”
Mike stated, “I thought I had heard it all. So, this was a good reminder that
having a trusted team of professionals can save time and money that could be better spent.”
For more information, go to www.xcelhr.com

To view any of the recorded webinars, go to:

Accounting/Finance

Gus Wheeler

Since many small businesses are swimming

in uncertainty right now as they reconsider
what they are buying and paying, Gus Wheeler
from LCPA Group challenged his listeners
to think about building relationships with key partners that
include bankers & lenders, attorneys, accountants, financial
advisors, insurance providers, and technology specialists.
These partners will be the floats to help you keep your head
above water enough to provide perspective and to make the
important adjustments you need to keep moving forward.
To help us in understanding the benefit of a financial partner,
Gus invited an expert in the restaurant industry to share his
experience and encourage new ways to grow even through

contact us at: www.creativetechs.biz or call 574-268-2874

difficult obstacles. His guest, Charles Koch spoke about how
his restaurant adapted to the pandemic by changing how they
delivered their product—and finding surprising success! Gus
reiterated that this way of adaptive thinking is vital by considering diversity, remodeling a business in the new reality, and
looking at how products could be delivered more efficiently.
When asked why his presentation was especially important
due to policy and guideline changes, Gus reminded us of changes
to the PPP loan guidelines. He said, “Forgiveness on the PPP
loan will be measured over 24 weeks— not 8, and will require
60% of the loan to cover payroll instead of 75%.” Since these
changes are already happening and will continue to happen
as we adjust, Gus helped us to see how we will be functioning
in this uncertainty for quite a while. He encouraged us to be
building such key relationships NOW for the best opportunity
to succeed. For more information, go to www.lcpgagroup.com
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Legal

Joshua Burkhardt

Joshua Burkhardt, with Hunt, Suedhoff,

Kalamaros LLP, presented information that
focused on how small business owners can
find important information to stay on top of
this ever-changing landscape.
He took us back to the “fundamentals” of our business from a
legal perspective: license maintenance, keeping our contacts
current, education & training, lease monitoring, maintaining
insurance, protecting information in the act of cybersecurity,
and keeping up with other critical business activities. Joshua
emphasized the importance of such tasks especially as they
evolve with new language associated with the recent pandemic.
Reflecting on his own presentation, Joshua emphasized the
importance of accessing current resources saying, “the law is
changing rapidly, and business owners have to know where
to get information.” When looking back on the presentations

Health & Wellness

and his own takeaways, Josh Burkhardt emphasized how the
entire webinar series pushed him to continue “considering
different options and formats.” Joshua can now be reached at
Hunt Suedhoff Kalamaros LLP, www.hsk-law.com

Karley Jump

Out of all the webinar presenters, Karley Jump of OPEX’s presentation was

the most unique. Her presentation titled “How to Live a S.W.E.L.L. Life” was
structured around the acronym S.W.E.L.L. and split into five main components:
Sit, Work, Eat, Live, and Love.
Re-watching Karley’s presentation would be beneficial for two main reasons: First, the session
itself was a practice in slowing down and deep breathing as she led us through a 10-minute,
“Box Breathing” exercise. This illustrated how small shifts can lead to a better sense of self,
enabling a cascading ability to see more clearly and make better, more progressive choices.
Second, Karley’s presentation emphasized the importance of small steps, especially during a
shaky time where we feel anxious to make big leaps.
Looking back at her presentation and her illustration of the 5 pillars of a S.W.E.L.L. lifestyle,
Karley’s input and expertise on health and wellness for small business owners is vital to the
ongoing stresses of conducting business during these times. Karley can be reached for more
information at www.opexfortwayne.com

Banking Andrea Ehresman
The main theme from our banking expert, Andrea Ehresman of 1st Source’s

presentation was “Be Prepared.” Whether small business owners are thinking
about financing options or information to explore with their banker, Andrea’s
presentation outlined various options to consider when navigating our current
unprecedented times.
A big component of Andrea’s webinar was how small business owners need to develop and
have a relationship with a local bank. This point was made previously by Gus Wheeler, our
Accounting/Finance expert, but was driven home by Andrea through examples of how a banking
representative can help small business owners better receive funds that they applied for (like
PPP).
Looking back at Andrea’s webinar, one thing that feels important for viewers to take note of is
that various loans and lines of credit options are still available, but may look different than
they did prior to COVID-19. Andrea helped us better understand how to find and select
preferred lenders and seek additional financial resources. Andrea can be reached for more
information at www.1stsourcebank.com

contact us at: www.creativetechs.biz or call 574-268-2874

“. . . small
business
owners need
to develop a
relationship
with a local
bank”
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Technology
“many small
businesses
underestimate
how at-risk
they are ”

Tim Poyner

Looking back on our experiences as a small business, we’re realizing that what

this pandemic has taught us is that we need to be better prepared. There are
parts of this experience with COVID-19 that will become our new and ongoing
reality. With this new normal, we’ve got to be able to work flexibly from anywhere—
not just at home, but from wherever we need to work.
This has been a nagging problem for many small businesses because technology has already
allowed people to work while traveling, but we’ve not been thinking about what it means to
continue doing so securely. During our webinar, we encouraged business owners to think more
about how we can continue to safely work from anywhere, with the right kind of tools. The reality
is that many small businesses terribly underestimate how at risk they are with cybersecurity. Our
job, as small business owners, has to involve a new understanding and ownership of the level and
sophistication of ongoing security threats. Ignorance will not provide us with a pass.

To view any of the recorded webinars, go to:

www.creativetechs.biz/navigate

When COVID-19 first started to change business operations, small businesses
moved quickly into the physical safety of home offices. Now that the dust 		
is settling, we have to strongly engage with the security ramifications of 		
this flexibility and move to safeguard our businesses in this new reality.

If you missed any part of this series, visit our webpage www.creativetechs.biz/navigate/ and
sign up to access these valuable sessions. By signing up, you will be provided with the webinar
recordings and resources available for download. If you’re a small business owner considering
how to shift to a Work-from-Home business model, including questions about what technologies
are needed, what security measures need to be taken, and how to maintain productive solutions,
sign up for a free Work-from-Home consultation! There’s no charge for this, and it only requires
a 1-2 hour meeting with us. After doing this type of thing for 25 years, we’ve truly perfected a
process for helping companies set up secure, safe, and productive remote working capabilities.
You can learn more by signing up via www.creativetechs.biz/workfromhome-freeconsultation/

Sydney Kent: New Marketing Administrator at CTSi

We are always excited when we add new faces, energy, and ideas to our team. It makes us better.

As a result, we are able to partner more effectively with businesses to support their growth with the
best-in-class technology consulting and solutions. Sydney Kent recently joined our team, and is off
and running with exciting ideas and energy of her own. Sydney has experience in marketing, working
with nonprofits in the Fort Wayne area and, as our new Marketing Administrator, will help us in sharing
about our work to businesses throughout Northern Indiana. Welcome, Sydney!
Read the full news release here: www.creativetechs.biz/2020/08/18/sydneykent/

CTSi Enhanced Security for Managed Services Clients

As a leading local Managed Services Provider (MSP), protecting our clients with the best-in-class security solutions is one of our

top priorities. Included in our 2020 premium Professional Service Agreement (PSA) Plans is an autonomous breach protection
platform that consolidates and automates monitoring, control, attack prevention, detection, response orchestration, and threat
remediation across our customers’ entire environment. Newer technology, along with our exclusive partnership with a professional
security-focused organization, allows CTSi to offer this advanced and aggressive security service that would typically be limited
to larger enterprise customers. For many small businesses, a service like this would be prohibitive from a cost perspective, but is
now easily available to any CTSi PSA client, regardless of size. This service combines NextGenAV, threat hunting, SIEM (Security
Information & Event Management), SOAR (Security Orchestration, Automation & Response), event logging/storage, 24x7 SOC
(Security Operations Center), and a security team that monitors and manages threats utilizing a single lightweight agent results
in the most complete security platform available—and now available to CTSi customers. We’ll be unpacking what all that means
for your business in our upcoming September Newsletter about our 2020 PSA Plans and other security-focused services CTSi
provides our customers continuing to set us apart from other managed services providers. Better Security. Better Value. Period.
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